
Digital transformations go together with financial transformations. When making 
the shift to cloud resources, there are financial considerations around how the 
cloud will impact your organization as you pay-as-you-consume versus traditional 
capital expenses.

Unfortunately, many organizations in the cloud struggle to control costs, facing 
common cloud spend challenges such as:

 • Budget overruns

 • Lack of visibility into the drivers of spend

 • Lack of an agile process to develop and maintain cost visibility across 
cloud environments

 • Trouble understanding and implementing a framework to start financial 
operations governance

 • Inadequate budget forecasting to meet business demand

The Rackspace FinOps Assessment Workshop provides insights into current 
governance practices, highlights potential configuration gaps and provides a 
roadmap to optimal cost savings.

Key Benefits
 • Develop/review financial governance framework and best-practices, including 

high-level strategies for managing Google Cloud financial resources

 • Automate reporting at scale to deliver real-time cost insights

 • Align financial and technical teams on Google Cloud consumption and strategic 
business goals

 • The Rackspace Technology model balances governance, financial accountability 
and business innovation outcomes over a two-day workshop, engaging cross 
functional stakeholders in your organization.

Workshop Overview
This workshop will provide the foundational knowledge to begin navigating your 
financial operations journey.

Workshop timeline

Day 1-3 Day 4-5

We’ll focus on business 
strategies and a financial 
governance framework.

We’ll review high-level findings 
from the data collection activities 
and executive readout.

Deliverables: We will provide a documented overview of a financial governance 
framework, high-level baseline recommendations and next steps in your financial 
governance journey.

FinOps Assessment Workshop
Gain insight into cloud costs and get on the path to  
optimized Google Cloud spend.

About Rackspace Technology
Rackspace Technology is your trusted partner 
across cloud, applications, security, data 
and infrastructure.

 • 2,600+ Certified Technical Experts

 • Hosting provider for more than half of 
the Fortune 100

 • 20+ years of hosting experience

 • Customers in 120+ countries

 • First Premier Managed Service Partner

 • Three-time Partner of the Year

 • 3 Google Cloud Specializations
 − Infrastructure
 − Cloud Migration
 − SAP on Google Cloud

 • 8 Expertise designations
 − SAP
 − SAP on Google Cloud
 − Google Cloud Databases
 − Modernize Legacy Apps
 − App Dev & Monitoring
 − Google Cloud Compute
 − VW Migration
 − DW Modernization

 • 400+ Google Cloud Platform experts

Fanatical Experience®

Experts on your side, doing what it takes to 
get the job done right. From first consultation 
to daily operations, Rackspace Technology 
combines the power of always-on service with 
best-in-class tools and automation to deliver 
technology when and how you need it.

Take the Next Step
Let’s talk about how Rackspace Technology can 
help you control costs in the cloud.

Call: 1-800-961-2888
Visit: www.rackspace.com/professional-services
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